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Chapter 2986

The maddening sky reminds you: After watching it, please collect it (), and then it is more convenient to
watch.

“In your values, the interests of Yan Xia Wudao override everything, even far above your personal safety.”

“For the benefit of your family and country, you can sacrifice everything, even your own life.”

“And I am different.”

“In my heart, there is something more important than the interests of the family and the country.”

“This is my original intention, my obsession, above everything else.”

“So, you don’t have to persuade.”

“Even if 1.4 billion people stayed, they wouldn’t be able to keep me.”

“What’s more, in this hot summer martial arts, there are more people who hate me, right?”

So far, Mark didn’t say much.

Lifting his steps, he returned to the room.

In the courtyard, Ye Qingtian was stunned for a long time.

Finally, there was a sigh.

After that, the strongest man in the summer also left Noirfork with the gift that Mark left for the martial arts
in the summer.

Before leaving, Ye Qingtian said to Mark to take care.

Both of them know very well, maybe if they say goodbye today, they will never see each other again.

“Denren Ye, let’s go too.”

After God of War left, Mark also called Denren Ye, ready to go to Gritsberg.



According to Mark’s plan, in the remaining few days, he will build another Gritsberg formation to shelter
Xu’s family.

One main formation, two divisions, and three legs stand together. So far, the Yundao Tianjue Formation has
been completely completed.

“Ok.”

After receiving Mark’s instruction, Denren Ye drove Mark to Edensberg International Airport.

They will be there and fly straight to Gritsberg.

However, as soon as Denren Ye’s vehicle started, Mark suddenly called her: “Denren Ye, stop.”

Stabbed~

When Denren Ye heard the words, thinking that something was wrong, she slammed into a sudden stop.

“Brother Mark, what’s wrong?”

“Could it be that people from Jiangbei came to take revenge?”

After experiencing so many things, Denren Ye also felt like a frightened bird, almost subconsciously
thinking of Jiangbei Budo’s revenge.

Mark didn’t speak, but got out of the car quickly.

Standing in front of the car, he looked around, and between his brows, there was always a lingering doubt.

“Could it be my illusion?”

After looking around for a long time, except for the pedestrians and vehicles, Mark found nothing unusual.

Finally, he shook his head and returned to the car again.

After that, they never stayed. Driving a car galloping, quickly disappeared on the streets of Denham.

However, no one noticed that after Mark and the others left, a stunning shadow appeared at the door of Ye
Family Manor, stopping to look far away.

No one knows, who this person is, where is he from, and why he comes from?

Only in those moving eyes, there is a flicker of hesitation.

————

————

When Mark went to Gritsberg, on the other side, the King of Fighters had already sent his son Mo Wuya out
of the hot summer to go to the neighboring cold country to investigate intelligence.



In the past few days, there is no peace in the cold country.

The Zheng family, Cui family, etc., the wealthy families in the cold country, have undergone drastic changes
one after another.

Overnight, the senior members of the family were slaughtered to death.

Its industries are also scattered everywhere.

Even the Li family, the first family in the cold country, has suddenly changed the head of the family
recently.

For a time, the storm was over the building.

Everyone is in danger in the entire circle of power and authority in the cold country.

Li Family Manor, the capital of the cold country

The hall was full of people at this time.

Those who are familiar with the Li family will definitely find that everyone standing in this hall is actually
the senior elders of the Li family.

It is these people who control all of the Li family’s industries and set up a three-star empire that belongs to
the Li family across the country.

However, these powerful Li family members looked at the front with a little ugly and fear at this moment.

There, a man and a woman sat peacefully, drinking tea leisurely.

“Have you thought about it?”

“Should you continue to be loyal to the Chu family? Or choose to live?”
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In the room, teasing words sounded.

The speaker was a rough man with a white scarf around his head. The style of dressing is like Persian.

Yes, if Mark were here, he would definitely recognize that the man in front of him was the king of Persia,
Gaia.

Before going to the hot summer to find Mark to gather, he was ordered to come to the territory of the cold
country and cut off some of the Chu family’s minions.



And the intoxicating woman who accompanied him was naturally Medical Xian Yueyao.

Yue Yao didn’t seem to be interested in these fights.

From the beginning to the end, she was sitting there like a person outside the business, silent.

Such things as killing people are naturally done by Gaia.

“Ok?”

“Are you all deaf?”

“This king asks you something, why don’t you say it?”

Gaia glared sharply.

Huh~

In the room, there was a gust of wind blowing up.

The Li family in front of them all changed in color, and the panic in their eyebrows was undoubtedly even
worse.

“Your Excellency, I… we can’t betray the Chu family.”

“You also know what kind of energy and power the Chu family has in this world.”

“If we betrayed the Chu family, we would not be able to survive in the future.”

At this time, an older man in the crowd said bitterly.

When Gaia heard the words, he slapped the table fiercely.

Bang~

Under the rumbling, the long table in front of him suddenly fell apart.

The porcelain cup and tea on the top splashed all over the floor.

“Afraid that the Chu family will kill you?”

“Then you are not afraid, did this king kill you?”

Gaia asked sharply, and then continued.

“I don’t have so much time to talk nonsense with you.”

“If you still don’t understand, this king will kill you now!”

Gaia was not a good-tempered person in the first place, and he has been very patient with them until now.



The Four Seas Dragon God’s Order has been activated for many days. After he has finished handling the
matters here, he has to rush to the hot summer to find Mark to meet.

“Your Excellency is so overbearing and unkind. Don’t you fear the revenge of the Chu family?”

“Even if you kill us today, I believe your own fate will not be much better than us.”

“The strength of the Chu family is definitely not what you can imagine~”

Facing Gaia’s aggressiveness, there seemed to be bloody people in the Li family.

At this time, with an angry face, he sternly said to Gaia.

“Boer, don’t be rude!”

The Li family of others was shocked immediately after hearing this, and quickly persuaded each other.

However, it was too late.

At the moment when the youth’s words fell in front of him, a rush of energy was suddenly cut out like a
knife.

Just listen to a stab.

That young man, before he even had time to scream, he collapsed.

Yin Hong blood gurgled down his neck.

There is a dazzling scarlet in the eye!

Deathly silence, deathly silence.

In an instant, the hall of Nuo Da was silent.

Is this the title powerhouse?

Killing is invisible.

Gaia’s terrible tremor completely shook everyone present.

Finally, under the fear of death, the head of the Li family finally bowed their heads and expressed their
willingness to announce that they would betray the Chu family.

“well.”

“How could there be so much shit?”

While speaking, Gaia threw a black card over.



“This is the black card of Hongqi Bank. Now all the liquid funds of your Li family are put here, and we
accept the supervision of the funds of the Dragon Temple.”

what?

“This… how can this be?”

“Without cash flow, how can our family business operate?”

“You want our life~”

Upon hearing this, the Li family protested.

As we all know, the most important thing for a business to run a company is capital.

Once the capital chain is broken, no matter how big a company is, it will collapse like a castle in the sky.

But now, if Gaia wants to control their finances, it is undoubtedly the same as strangling Li’s throat.
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